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TRENTO/ TRENT 

    TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE 

               TRENTO 

TAPPA 9     TRENTO - LEVICO TERME 

           Km 21,5    +820m   -520m      E 

Trento is a city full of history, art and 
encounters between Italian and Mittel-
European cultures. It is famous for the 
Church Council (1545 -1563) and preserves 
its charm in its architectural heritage, 
spanning from 19th century Habsburgic style 
and the splendor of Renaissance palaces and 
churches. One mustn’t fail to visit the Castello 
del Buonconsiglio, for centuries the residence 
of the Bishops-Princes of Trento. The Duomo 
and the piazza with the statue of Neptune, 
the churches of the Council, the frescoed 
houses and the museums. Trento is a 
culturally active city, offering many exhibitions 
all well organized (visittrentino.it).  
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Trento—Levico Terme 
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Resuming our walk from Piazza del Duomo we shall take Via Calepina then Via G. Grazioli and Via dei Molini.  
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Dipartimento di Ingegneria 

Continuing uphill on the left, Salita Filippo Manci, we will reach Via Mesiano  
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Dipartimento di Ingegneria 

and after a few meters, we shall take to the left and go to Via dei Valoni which will take us to Povo.  
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Dipartimento di Scienze 

As soon as we are out of the city, the road climbs steeply up to an altitude of 700m. From Mesiano we have followed 

footpath n.7 or F. Having crossed Povo  we shall take to the left via Della Resistenza for 200m, and walk 500 m 

on Via Spré, after 200m on via della Resistenza for to arrive in  Via delle Volpare; 400m up to a three streets 

unction  
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our path is the middle one and after 250m it will take us to footpath n.8 which in its turn it will take us the Cimirlo 

Pass in 1km . 
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From the Pass we shall take footpath F or “Giro della Marzola”; after 700 m at the crossroad, we shall take the 

footpath on the left, but both paths lead to Roncogno.  
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Here we shall take Via Raot to arrive at Pergine Valsugana; soon after Roncogno we find a crossroad. Both ways 

one can reach the centre of Pergine. After crossing the  motorway, the railway and State Highway SS47. 
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 We leave Pergine directed to the hill of the Castle: Via Tegazzo and Via del Castello (worth 

a visit),  
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we continue until we get to Provincial Highway SP228, which we cross  to get to Via Chiesa; having 

passed Masetti, we arrive at Pozza  
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Passo del Cimirlo 

where we take Via Leni: Now we are again on the Via Claudia Augusta and before Ischia we turn left on 

footpaths n.1,2,18;  
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Ischia;  footpaths n. 1,2,18 
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 Footpaths n.1,2,18 
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 we walk along the left bank of Lake Levico and we will arrive in the centre of Levico Terme, precisely on 

the Via Regia or Via Claudia Augusta . 
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Levico Terme 


